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‘‘

THE LEVEL OF FULFILLMENT
AND SUPPORT THE GAA
GIVES ME IS UNPARALLELED.
IT PROVIDES ME WITH THE
CORE OF MY IDENTITY.
IT IS MY LINK TO THOSE
THAT CAME BEFORE ME
AND MY SENSE OF BEING
IRISH. WITHOUT IT I WOULD
BE LOST.

‘‘

WATERFORD SURVEY RESPONDENT
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WATERFORD RISING

TEACHTAIREACHT ÓN
gCATHAOIRLEACH
CHANGE IS GOOD
Tá áthas orm an plean straitéiseach seo a chur os comhair
muintir Cumann Luthchleas Gael Phort Lairge. Is plean
ríthábhachtach é seo a thiománfaidh CLG Phort Láirge ar
aghaidh sna blianta amach romhainn nuair a chuirfear i
bhfeidhm é. Gabhaim buíochas agus tréaslaím le gach duine
a bhí páirteach, iad siúd a chur leis an bhfoilseachán ar slí
ar bith, beag nó mór. Buíochas speisialta le coiste an phlean
straitéisigh as a gcuid ama agus dílseacht i leith
CLG Phort Láirge.
Waterford GAA has been central to community life and
has served Waterford well down through the years and it
continues to provide a platform for the playing of our games
for thousands of players and for the involvement of thousands
of volunteers and supporters as part of the inherent cultural
fabric of our community.
When viewed in tandem with the continued progression of our
sister organisations for Camogie and Ladies Gaelic Football, this
hasn’t been achieved through everything being done badly and
in reality a whole host of things have been done very well over
the years and continue to be done well by people that are
both amateurs and volunteers in the main.
If we are honest Waterford GAA has been somewhat
resistant to change and strategic review over the years
and this is perfectly understandable – the human instinct
is to resist change. Change, however, is good and we

must challenge ourselves continually to ensure we remain
relevant and are responsive to the forces around us.
The old maxim of ‘that was the way it was always done’ won’t
suffice and we actually need to establish a culture of adaptability
and flexibility to cope with the external forces continually
buffeting us. Has there ever been a better example than the
current pandemic blowing away resistance to change – the club
versus county schedule that was the root of such dissatisfaction
and that was unchangeable has been blown away and a new
solution of split seasons is here to stay hopefully.
It is therefore in the context of such rapid changes in society and
our operating environment that we initiated a strategic review
over a year ago now – little did I think at the time that a global
pandemic would intervene.
The proposals herein represent the views of people of
independent mind and proven track record in managing change
who have undertaken the work and it behoves us to ensure
we give the review our earnest consideration and prioritise its
implementation with immediate effect. We can but succeed if
we focus the wonderful voluntary effort across our organisation
on doing the right things.

SEAN MICHAEL O’REGAN
Cathaoirleach,
Cumann Lúthchleas Gael Port Lairge

WATERFORD GAA STRATEGIC PLAN 2021 - 2030

‘‘

The GAA at National level places significant
emphasis on strategic planning with Fís
Shoiléir 2021 being our current Strategic Plan.
Notwithstanding the challenges of the current
pandemic crisis, I am delighted that Waterford
GAA are building on that work to set out a clear
vision for the future.
This plan sets the agenda for strategic
actions that will have a positive impact at all
levels of the Association in
Waterford and is a timely
commitment to our
longer-term strategy for
sustaining and growing
the GAA in every unit
of our Association.

‘‘

JOHN HORAN
Uachtarán Cumann
Lúthchleas Gael
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THE WATERFORD GAA FAMILY...
116,000
T O TA L P O P U L AT I O N

50

T O TA L
A D U LT C L U B S

43,000 73,000

P O P U L AT I O N

P O P U L AT I O N

A D U LT C L U B S

A D U LT C L U B S

34 16
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...IN NUMBERS
5,621
5,327
690
59
77

72

FULL
MEMBERS

PRIMARY
SCHOOLS

17

YOUTH MEMBERS
(UNDER 18)

11,697

SOCIAL
MEMBERS

19

A D U LT
HURLING TEAMS

55

22

A D U LT
FOOTBALL TEAMS

36

UNDERAGE CLUBS
/GROUP TEAMS

50
21

TOTA L
REGISTERED
MEMBERS
IN 2020

HONORARY
MEMBERS

POST-PRIMARY SCHOOLS
(INCLUDING ABBEY)

26

A D U LT
CLUBS

LGFA
CLUBS

CAMOGIE
CLUBS

UNDER 20
FOOTBALL TEAMS

UNDER 20
HURLING TEAMS
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WATERFORD RISING

OUR VISION
To make a real difference to the wellbeing
of our communities through voluntary
effort, the promotion of our games and
culture and the provision of an outlet for
meaningful lifelong involvement in the
GAA family.
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OUR MISSION
» To increase the numbers of players and

volunteers at all levels engaged with
our games.

» To embed fun as part of our activities for

OUR VALUES
COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERISM

younger children and to foster a love of our
games in children from a young age.

INCLUSIVENESS

» To provide vigorous but fair competition for

TRANSPARENCY

» To embed excellence in the development of

RESPECT

» To win All-Irelands in hurling and improve our

WELLBEING

players where age appropriate to do so.

our finest talent.

status in football.

EXCELLENCE
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RESEARCH
INFORMING
THE STRATEGIC
PLAN
The Strategic Plan Review Committee undertook extensive
research to inform the plan including:
»

The largest ever county survey of people
both involved with the GAA and external to it,
including our colleagues in Camogie and the
LGFA, amounting in total to over 2000 people.

»

Liaison with other counties where excellence in
performance is being demonstrated in different
facets of GAA activities

»

Consultation with other sporting organisations
demonstrating excellence.
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KEY LEARNINGS
FROM THE
RESEARCH
CHALLENGES
»
»

County / Club
Divide
West / East
Divide

»

Facilities
Development

»

Communication

»

Player
Participation/
Retention levels

KEY STRENGTHS
»

Club Pride

»

At Heart of
Community

»

Sense of Belonging

»

Friends

»

Great Games
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

ONE

Ensuring, through
support to our clubs,
that we grow the
base of young people
playing our games
and provide them
with a pathway for
development at both
club, school and
county level that has
enjoyment, personal
development and
wellbeing at its core.

WATERFORD RISING

COACHING & GAMES
DEVELOPMENT
1A. Growing Our Base –The Well!Kids Programme

STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
1a.1.

Develop a bespoke and best in class
inception programme specific to Waterford
for 4 to 8 year olds, branded Well!Kids, as a
tool for clubs to attract young children of all
backgrounds and gender.

1a.2.

Ensure that fun and enjoyment are at the core
of Well!kids participation and that connection
and belonging is generated through the active
participation of parents in the programme.

1a.3.

Develop collateral and branding resources of
similar standard to that of the Cúl Camps.

1a.4.

Use the programme as a soft entry to
coaching for parents and others through
their involvement as activity leaders in the
programme.

1a.5

Establish a three person Sub-Committee of
Déise Óg to oversee the programme.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

Roll out of Well!Kids programme to 6 clubs by
mid-2021 and to all underage clubs by April
2022.

B.

Increase in participation numbers of 4 to 8 year
olds by 20% p.a. by 2023.

C.

Increase the numbers undertaking the
introductory coaching course by 20% p.a.
by 2023.

D.

Increase the membership of underage GAA
clubs by 10% by 2025.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Development of programme collateral and
branding by Easter 2021.

»

Put in place a Chair and membership of the
Déise Óg Sub-Committee by end of Q1 2021.
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‘‘

The great strength of the GAA is the sense
of family and belonging that it generates. All
evidence would indicate that those sporting
organisations and GAA units that are building
connections with children and parents at
young ages are succeeding and that it needs
to be done inclusively and with learning and
development through fun at its core.
The development of a world class programme
of our own, subjected to continuous assessment
and that has been trialled already, can make
Waterford a leader in this space and provide an
asset to reenergise our underage clubs.

‘‘

Done well it can be something that
Waterford can be proud of for
years to come.
FERGAL
HARTLEY
Strategic Review
Committee
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

ONE

Ensuring, through
support to our clubs,
that we grow the
base of young people
playing our games
and provide them
with a pathway for
development at both
club, school and
county level that has
enjoyment, personal
development and
wellbeing at its core.

WATERFORD RISING

COACHING & GAMES
DEVELOPMENT
1B. Develop Schools and Academies Of Excellence

STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
1b.1.

Creating five school clusters of excellence –
De La Salle, ‘Rest of City’/Tramore,
Kilmacthomas, Dungarvan/An Rinn/Youghal
Environs and Blackwater/Clonmel Environs.

1b.2.

Refocusing our academy squads through the
appointment of best quality mentors and the
provision of key supports, along with ongoing
monitoring and mentoring.

1b.3.

Aligning Our Clubs, Academy Squads, Schools
and Schools of Excellence to place clubs at
the centre of the process.

1b.4.

Develop an elite leaders/coaches programme
to identify, involve and develop our best talent
with schools of excellence and academy
squads.

1b.5

Employ a sports science officer to coordinate
the physical development objectives for
schools and academies of excellence.

1b.6

Establish a three person Sub-Committee of
Déise Óg to oversee the programme.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

Schools and academy squad competition
performance.

B.

Player and Parent Satisfaction

C.

Numbers of elite coaches developed.

D.

Increased numbers of young players
exposed to excellence in personal and team
development.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Put in place a Chair and membership of the
Déise Óg Sub-Committee by end of Q1 2021.

»

Establish Schools of Excellence for Q4 2021 /
Q1 2022.
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‘‘

Coming predominantly from a player development
background, my experience is that consistent
communication, regular quality and enjoyable
coaching in clubs, schools and academies is
massively important to the growth and maturity of
young players. I can honestly say my involvement
with underage teams has been critical to my
development as a manager and that of my
coaching team. The healthier the support platforms
are in a county the greater prospect we have of
creating longevity in players careers and ultimately
producing the elite players that can consistently
perform at the highest level. Whether as
a player or a coach, one should
always endeavour to challenge
and beat the best. It is my belief
success can be found with young
players through the proper
creation of these platforms
.When the correct environment
and culture is created the
likelihood of success
increases.

‘‘

LIAM CAHILL
Waterford Senior
Hurling Manager
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

ONE

Ensuring, through
support to our clubs,
that we grow the
base of young people
playing our games
and provide them
with a pathway for
development at both
club, school and
county level that has
enjoyment, personal
development and
wellbeing at its core.

WATERFORD RISING

COACHING & GAMES
DEVELOPMENT
1C. Supporting Our Underage Clubs

STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
1c.1.

Focusing our Games Development
Administrators predominantly on club
appraisal, activation and coach education
through planned and rostered visits to all
clubs, prioritising clubs of highest potential.

1c. 2.

Developing a survey and development
template for underage clubs.

1c.3.

Develop a county coach education
programme.

1c.4.

Establish a three person Sub-Committee of
Déise Óg to oversee the coach education
programme.

1c.5.

Establish a three person Sub-Committee
of Déise Óg to oversee the underage club
development programme.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

Numbers of clubs visited and appraised.

B.

Numbers attaining coaching qualifications.

C.

Levels of club activity and performance for
prioritised clubs.

D.

Positive feedback from club mentors.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Put in place Chairs and membership of the
Déise Óg Sub-Committees by end of Q1 2021.

»

Develop survey and development template for
underage clubs by Q2 2021.
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‘‘

Club Development at underage level needs
to be our biggest priority. It is critical to have
solid coaching structures in place at the very
beginning. This helps clubs with the recruitment,
retention and development of players, coaches
and administrators.
It is imperative that clubs strive for best practice.
The optimum use of Déise Óg full time staff, the
committee and all involved in Waterford GAA to
support clubs put in place these strategies has
to be the focus of our efforts.

‘‘

EOIN MORRISSEY
Coaching Officer,
Waterford GAA
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

TWO

Ensuring our main
County assets are
fit for purpose,
attractive for
customers and
players and add
value to the overall
perception of
Waterford GAA.

FACILITIES
2A. Walsh Park
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
2a.1.

Undertake a complete review of the existing
development proposal, including a financial
appraisal.

2a.2.

Develop a phased programme for
redevelopment of Walsh Park, to commence
in 2022 and complete by 2025.

2a.3.

Put in place a Project Delivery Committee
with appropriate competencies as a subcommittee of the County Board.

2a.4.

Negotiate with the GAA at central level and
the Sports Capital programme regarding the
availability and phasing of financial support.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

The development by 2026 of a really high
quality family friendly stadium, of reasonable
capacity, to serve the GAA community and
provide a positive user experience for 30 years.

B.

Commencement of construction in 2022 and
completion of the first phase by Spring 2023.

C.

Completion on time and within budgets as
determined.

D.

The level of support and pride generated in the
Waterford GAA community.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Completion of review and approval of revised
programme by Q1 2021

»

Put in place a Chair and membership of Project
Delivery Committee in Q1 2021.
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‘‘

I stood accused of being a dreamer when
redevelopment of Croke Park was first proposed
and I wanted to embrace for it a vision that
would see it become a beacon and example
for members of the GAA Community across the
world. It is generally agreed that we delivered a
stadium on a phased basis that was the finest of
its kind for an amateur organisation anywhere in
the world. I see no reason that, balancing vision
and pragmatism, Waterford GAA can’t deliver a
headquarters in Walsh Park that will be a shining
example to its members and an attractor to allcomers for years to come. Why wouldn’t your
minimum ambition be for Walsh Park to be the
finest of its kind among stadiums
in this country? Anything less
would dishonour the legacy
of those who first put the
facility in place in far more
challenging times.

‘‘

PETER QUINN
Iar-Uachtarán Cumann
Lúthchleas Gael
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

TWO

Ensuring our main
County assets are
fit for purpose,
attractive for
customers and
players and add
value to the overall
perception of
Waterford GAA.

FACILITIES
2B. Other Facilities
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
2b.1.

Continue to improve and develop Fraher Field
as a venue and one of the core county assets,
including the development of a medium sized
4G all-weather pitch at the Showgrounds side.

2b.2.

Assist our secondary schools in the
development of their facilities to all-weather
standards over the duration of the plan.

2b.3.

Maximise the use of the WIT/GAA facilities
at the Arena and Carriganore in the
development of our players as an asset of the
standard required.

2b.4.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

The development of a planned and phased
programme for the continuous development of
Fraher Field by Q3 2021.

B.

The completion of a strategic appraisal of
available secondary schools facilities by Q3
2021.

C.

Completion of negotiations on long-term use of
Carriganore with WIT by end of Q1 2021.

D.

The completion of a documented review of
club facilities by the Club Development officer
by Q4 2021 with recommendations for future
prioritisation.

Support our clubs in a programme of
continuous development of their facilities.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Review composition of Fraher Field committee
to ensure appropriate competencies are
available.

»

Put in place agreed process with WIT to
establish agreement on the long term
contractual relationship regarding the Arena
and Carriganore facilities.
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‘‘

My experiences in business would suggest to
me that staying static is in fact going backwards
relative to others. As a consequence we must
continue to develop our facilities – Fraher Field
is a wonderful asset but can be even better –
what patron wouldn’t want a more comfortable
seat, better services or better disabled access,
while the space available and the setting of the
facility scream opportunity.
It is no different with our schools and clubs –
access to high quality playing and strength
and conditioning facilities are now the 		
minimum standard, not those
available for the
exclusive few.

‘‘

PAT WHYTE
Strategic Review
Committee

Drone photo courtesy of Karen Dempsey Photography
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

THREE
Supporting our
Clubs to appraise
their performance
and structures on
a regular basis
such that a culture
of continuous
improvement
and change is
generated.

WATERFORD RISING

CLUB
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED

MEASURES OF SUCCESS

3.1.

Establish a new Club Development SubCommittee of the County Board chaired by
the Club Development Officer.

A.

Continuous appraisal schedule implemented
by both clubs and Club Development Subcommittee.

3.2.

Develop a template reporting model for
club self-appraisal covering Coaching and
Games Development, Club Structures
and Administration, Finance, Facilities,
Communication, Officer Development and
Alignment With Camogie/LGFA.

B.

10% increase in overall GAA membership in
County at both adult and juvenile level by 2024.

C.

Increased levels of officer training/development.

D.

Increased access to facilities development
grants.

3.3.

Generate a formal reporting and interface
schedule for appraisal between the clubs and
the County Board Sub-Committee.

3.4.

Develop a communications training strategy
and a facilities advisory group at county level
to support clubs.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Put in place a revised Club Development
Sub-Committee by Q2 2021.

»

Establish baseline parameters for membership,
officer training activity and a five year profile of
facilities grants by Q3 2021.
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‘‘

The best of businesses continually appraise
performance and adapt and change accordingly.
It should be no different for a voluntary
organisation, albeit we need to simplify the
exercise and make it straightforward for club
organisations that are busy in sustaining the day
to day operations.
The challenge in some respects is to embed
the process as part of our regular activities and
I believe this can be achieved. The enemies
of success for clubs are apathy, sterilisation,
absence of freshness of thought and new blood
and continuing to do things the same way.
The way to avoid this is to ask
ourselves on an ongoing basis
do these factors prevail
and simply ensure we do
something so that they
don’t achieve a foothold.

‘‘

TONY
CORCORAN
Strategic Review
Committee
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FOUR
Ensuring that our
players have access
to a clearly defined
and competitive
Games Programme
that allows clubs and
individuals maximise
performance while
balancing Player
Welfare and players’
family and career
commitments.

WATERFORD RISING

ADULT COMPETITION
STRUCTURES
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
4.1.

Put in place an all-county CCC with
responsibility for both county and divisional
fixtures from 2023 season.

4.2.

A Task Force be established to examine
championship structures with a view to
creating viable and streamlined competitions
having regard to the pending introduction of
the split season at national level.

4.3.

Play County leagues in groups of 6 teams with
promotion and relegation.

4.4.

Play Sargent and Phelan Cups as Festivals of
Hurling and Football on a blitz and 11-aside
basis over Bank Holiday weekends.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

A clear programme of competitive games for all
our teams.

B.

Enhanced competition in our primary
competitions.

C.

Club and player satisfaction.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Agreement to all County CCC at 2021
County Convention to take from effect 1st
January 2023.

»

Agreement to strategies and implementation
measures in Q4 2021.

WATERFORD GAA STRATEGIC PLAN 2021 - 2030

‘‘

All players want certainty in games scheduling,
while the positive response to the simplicity
and certainty of the 2020 championships, as
forced by the Covid 19 crisis, demonstrated the
appetite from players, mentors, clubs and even
supporters for clarity in fixtures. It is equally true
that players wish to compete in competitions
where there is a reasonable expectation of
succeeding and not just surviving.

‘‘

Healthy competitions need to demonstrate an
evenness of standard even if these means more
competitions with reduced numbers of
clubs in them.

TIMMIE O’KEEFFE
Strategic Review
Committee.
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S T R AT E G I C G OA L

FIVE

Ensuring that we
communicate effectively
with internal and external
stakeholders and the
wider public to break
down the divide between
County and Club, to
promote awareness of the
quality and scheduling
of all our activities and
develop and sustain
those partnerships that
hold common interest in
promoting our games.

WATERFORD RISING

EXCELLENCE IN
MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATIONS
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
5.1.

Develop and adopt a communications
strategy for internal stakeholders with digital at
its core.

5.2.

Develop and adopt a communications
strategy for external stakeholders with digital
at its core.

5.3.

Develop a basic research programme and
use National GAA research to inform decision
making.

5.4.

Consult with partners regarding their
promotional needs and areas of common
interest.

5.5.

Reconstitute a Marketing and Communications
Sub-Committee chaired by the County PRO to
include persons with skills and responsibility
for digital strategy, social media, games
presentation and youth engagement.

5.6.

Create a repository of digital imagery for use
in our promotional activities.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

A clear programme of communications for
internal stakeholders.

B.

Break down of club/county divide.

C.

An increase in traditional and social media
presence.

D.

Increased attendances at games and increased
participation in our activities.

E.

Build awareness of brand Waterford.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Reconstitute the Marketing and Communications
Sub-Committee by April, 2021.

»

Development and adoption of communication
strategies by Q3 2021.
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‘‘

The challenges in communications are so
different now compared to 20 years ago that
the only thing we are sure of is the need to
keep adapting. Who could have thought up to
recently, for example, that digital streaming of
our club games might be widespread? The key
to success therefore is to maintain adaptability
and ensure that we have people with the skill
sets to communicate in an ever changing
environment. Youth engagement is especially
important if we are to attract our future
spectators, participants and volunteers and
cannot be achieved through traditional means.
We need to remember though that it is all
about the games and regardless
of the challenges we have
a wonderful proposition to
promote – exciting games
that are central to our
heritage, culture and
communities.

‘‘

ALAN MILTON
GAA Director of
Communications
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SIX

Ensuring
the financial
sustainability of
the Organisation
and enhancing
its capacity to
meet ambitious
Development
and Performance
Targets.

WATERFORD RISING

FINANCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGIES TO BE EMPLOYED
6.1.

Form a new commercial committee with
appropriate competencies sought externally
as a Sub-Committee of the County Board.

6.2.

Put in place an Audit and Risk Committee as a
sub-committee of the County Board.

6.3.
6.4.

MEASURES OF SUCCESS
A.

Clear fully aligned fundraising strategy to be in
place by end of 2021.

B.

To generate cumulative commercial
and fundraising income of €10m over the
5 years to 2025.

Integrate the activities of Club Déise and the
Déise Draw with the Commercial Committee.

C.

A formal risk register to be in place before end
of 2021.

Ensure the commercial priorities are reflected
in the branding and communications of
Waterford GAA.

D.

A formal transparency policy to be adopted and
implemented by end of 2021.

E.

Financing the Walsh Park Redevelopment over
5 or 6 years.

KEY IMPLEMENTATION MILESTONES
»

Identify and put in place clear chair, structure
and membership of commercial sub-committee
by Q1 2021.

»

Identify a Chair and membership of Audit and
Risk Committee in Q2 2021.
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‘‘

Outside of the current pandemic, Waterford’s
financial position can best be described as in
a holding pattern and fragile. Other counties
are showing better performance, despite lower
population and/or economic activity, through
coordination and professionalisation of their
approach and there is no reason that Waterford
cannot do likewise.
Properly motivated people with appropriate
competencies can deliver real improvement, as
long as we are prepared to adapt and align our
approaches in the interests of the
county and clubs alike.

‘‘

JOHN
MOLONEY
Strategic Review
Committee
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‘‘

WATERFORD RISING

INVOLVEMENT IN GAA GIVES YOU SO MUCH IN KEEPING
HEALTHY, BOTH MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY. GIVES YOU
LIFELONG FRIENDS AND TEACHES YOU LIFE LESSONS FROM
A YOUNG AGE ABOUT BEING PART OF A TEAM AND HAVING
RESPECT FOR TEAMMATES AND OPPONENTS.

‘‘

WATERFORD SURVEY RESPONDENT
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THE STRATEGIC REVIEW COMMITTEE:
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